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Computers and Chess
Early Artificial Intelligence (AI) researchers were interested in Chess - it required calculation but it also
had an element of creativity and intuition. Programs were soon developed using ideas introduced by
Shannon and many others to more efficiently prune the move trees. As computing power increased, these
programs became capable of beating the best human players. Deep Blue (using specialised hardware)
played the world champion Kasparov in 1996, winning a game but losing the match. In 1997 it won a
rematch, though this may have had more to do with Kasparov's approach than an improvement by Deep
Blue. Even without specialised hardware programs like Fritz running on standard PCs can complete for
first place in national championships (Holland 2000, for example). So chess is an AI success story - one
of the few early dreams which have come true.
In a way, however, chess has been an AI disappointment. The above programs tend to have a fairly
simple static analysis routine. They gain their power by number-crunching through as many positions as
they can. They don't "plan", or "learn" in the way that the AI pioneers had expected to be necessary, and
their development hasn't led to ideas that have been of wider use.
But there is another parallel strand of chess program development. Botvinnik (ex-World Champion and
an Electrical Engineer) amongst others devoted time trying to give computers an "understanding" (in the
human sense) of chess positions. This approach has fallen into neglect - it hasn't produced powerful chess
programs - but now with more powerful computers and programming techniques it might be time for a
revival. Benefits include


Improved playing ability - Though using a pure "understanding" approach may not lead to strong
chess performance, a hybrid system might work well. As multi-processor facilities increase, more
CPU power will become available. Using all this power for number-crunching may lead to
diminishing returns. The influence of the "understanding" module may need to vary according to
the type of position. Sometimes it might help sort the candidate moves for the number-crunching,
sometimes it may determine to move to play by itself. One model might be the way that in some
tournaments players are allowed to use computers to augment their play.
Also chess isn't just a matter of playing the "best" move. If the program is losing, or if program
notices the opponent being cautious, perhaps it should consider complicating the position or trying
to set traps. The ability to define moves as traps and assess their likelihood of success would be
useful.



Annotating - Many programs offer an option to annotate a game, but most just evaluate the move
played and show the best alternative. Published annotations do much more, pointing out what
moves are "forced", when the final, critical error was made, and pointing out when an obvious
move isn't good. The ability to define moves as "obvious" would be useful. Also few if any
programs are able to explain their behaviour in terms that humans would easily comprehend.
As an exercise it's useful to try to define in computer program terms the criteria for using "!", "!!",
"?", "??", "!?" and "?!" in automated annotations. It's not sufficient to say that "!" should be used
for a move that leads to a significantly better position than any alternative move would. After all, if
someone takes your Queen and you recapture, the recapture is likely to be a significantly better
move than the alternatives, but it hardly deserves a "!". Maybe a "!" move is one that in the short
term doesn't produce an improved position (indeed, if it's a sacrifice it produces a worse one) but in
the long term does improve the position.
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When the value of a move changes suddenly as the depth of analysis increases, I think one could
say that the move is in some sense "interesting" - oversights, traps and sacrifices fall into this
category.




Training - Computers will be more useful as training tools if they play more like humans - some
programs are much better at passing the "Turing Test" than others (by the way, Turing was a keen
though not very good player and is credited with having written the first computer chess program
in 1950). Such programs may also be able diagnose human weaknesses and offer appropriate
remedial exercises.
Psychology insights - Chess has been used as a tool by psychologists. The number-crunching
approach has provided few insights.

Adding some of these facilities to freely available chess programs as modules would be an interesting
project.
See also



chess notes for more detailed suggestions.
the annotations page for more detailed suggestions about annotating.
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